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2 8 7

While some roads date from early times, a network

developed in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to

link the diffuse pattern of small single farms, provide

access to peat bogs and hill grazing, and to service an

expanding population. The spread of roads had

profound consequences in pre-industrial Ireland, ending

isolation, altering settlement patterns, and facilitating

emigration and the erosion of native culture.

Encouraged by central Ireland’s low relief, canals

were also dug, trending predominantly east/west, and

delivering produce to the eastern ports. Unable to

compete with more efficient railways, canals emptied of

traffic in the early twentieth century. They have

experienced a modest revival in recent years as restored

and re-engineered waterways became popular for

leisure pursuits.

Ireland generated an impressive rail network in the

nineteenth century. Like canals, railways were touted as

instruments of economic growth. They were extended

into remote rural areas to encourage farming, trade and

tourism. In practice, railways primarily facilitated

emigration and the importation of foreign goods. With

the advent of cars and the upgrading of roads after

World War II, railways appeared uncompetitive and a

strategy of closure was implemented. Much truncated,

the railway system bequeathed a considerable legacy to

the Irish rural landscape, including abandoned stations,

bridges and embankments. 

The late twentieth century witnessed spectacular

growth in air travel and telecommunications, and

unprecedented investment in high-spec motorways and

bypasses. In the twenty-first century, a state of the art

motorway network on the primary inter-urban corridors

has assumed ever greater strategic importance. Passenger-

oriented railways have also been upgraded. Mobile

telecommunications technologies and new forms of

energy generation have become conspicuous. While these

impacts will be increasingly felt in the future, the full

impact of the technological revolution on the rural

landscape remains to be seen. 

COMMUNICATIONS

Fig. 1  Until well into the eighteenth century, water transport was quicker and cheaper than movement on land. This large but still portable currach,
with impressive bull’s horn at its bow, was drawn by Thomas Phillips in 1685.
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ROAdS

Before the twelfth century, the population of Ireland,

organised in 150 semi-independent túatha, is unlikely to

have exceeded half a million. The decentralised system

and limited inter-regional trade inhibited long distance

travel; most journeys were short and made on foot or by

pack-horse. To facilitate these journeys, a network of paths

and tracks evolved, from which many contemporary roads

are descended. Routes tended to follow the line of least

resistance, twisting and turning in order to avoid poorly

drained areas and land which was easily overlooked.

Bogland was crossed by plank roads (tochair). Today, the

earliest routes can be recognised by their convergence on

urban centres and religious sites of known early

significance. Longer and more significant routes did exist.

Five slíghe radiated from Tara, the symbolic and political

capital of pre-Christian Ireland.

In the late medieval period, trade intensified as towns

were founded and market charters were granted. Yet, the

road system languished in a neglected and under-

resourced state until the end of the sixteenth century. The

1615 Highway Act required that every parish appoint two

parishioners annually to act as surveyors and that each

farmer send two able-bodied men, a horse team and tools

to work on the roads for six days between Easter and

summer. Administration of this system passed to the

counties in 1634. Its impact was limited and seventeenth-

century travellers continued to pour scorn on Irish roads.

As population increased, as Dublin grew and as the

economy became more closely integrated with that of

Britain, the rate of road construction and improvement

accelerated. The Grand Jury Act of 1765 abolished

statutory labour and introduced the presentment system.

Any individual seeking to construct or upgrade a road

could now submit costed plans for the project to the grand

jury of the county. The grand juries were landlord-

dominated local authority bodies. If the plans were

approved, the individual concerned was ultimately

reimbursed the cost of construction.

Most roads that came into existence in the eighteenth

century were planned in advance. Many can be recognised

in the contemporary landscape because they run in

straight lines, slicing through the older road pattern with

little or no regard for physical features, such as ill-drained

land and hills. Most presentment roads were sponsored by

local landlords who carefully designed public routes to

pass close to but around their private demesnes.

Commencing in the eighteenth century, agrarian

reorganisation on the larger estates led to the drainage,

•Fig. 2  Evolved roads converging on Kildare town. A cathedral and
round tower indicate that Kildare has been a significant town over a long
period. Roads radiating from the town are of considerable age.

•Fig. 4  The impact of estates on road courses, near Longwood, county
Meath. The map shows clearly how roads were routed to pass around
rather than through the principal demesnes.

•Fig. 3  Straight-line roads are apparent at Lanesborough, county
Longford. The ram-rod roads radiating from the town contrast with the
winding roads, which date from an earlier period.
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liming and reclamation of hill areas, the progressive

decline of farm clusters and the proliferation of

independent farms. These changes necessitated a tightly

articulated network of access lanes (bóthríní) which

remain a feature of the Irish countryside, even though

present-day rationalisation is modifying the pattern.

Fig. 5 The pattern of roads and lanes in parts of counties Antrim and Wexford. •A) The proto-industrial landscape of north-east Ulster contains an
exceptionally dense network of roads radiating from the towns in all directions and linked by tie roads at regular intervals; narrow farm lanes connect
individual farmsteads to the road network. •B) In south county Wexford, the scattered farms are connected by an intricate maze of roads and lanes.

Fig. 6 Turnpike roads before 1805. The new roads focus on the
commercialised sector of the country, with the notable exception of the
south-east, where transport on the Nore, Suir and Barrow rivers system
was still highly competitive.

A B

•Fig. 7  Detail of the Dublin/Enniskillen road near Lisnaskea, county
Fermanagh, from George Taylor and Andrew Skinner’s Maps of the roads of
Ireland, 1778.
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Although many old lanes are becoming disused and

derelict, Ireland still retains a dense rural road network. 

Another type of eighteenth-century road was the

turnpike, which required users to pay fees at toll-gates

placed at intervals along the route. Profits were then

invested in the road. Each turnpike had to be authorised

by an act of parliament. The first turnpike was created in

1729 when an act was passed to finance the repair of the

road from Dublin to Kilcullen by converting it to a

turnpike. Eighty similar schemes followed, involving both

the construction of new roads, often along straight

alignments, and the financing of improvements on pre-

existing roads. In general, Irish turnpike roads were not a

success. The relatively dense network of non-turnpike

routes ensured that traffic could evade tolls, and

disappointing traffic levels meant that most turnpikes

generated insufficient revenue to pay for their upkeep.

Mail coaches were introduced in 1789. By an 1805 act of

parliament, the Postmaster General was required to

survey and map the roads used by the coaches and to

suggest upgrades. Over 3,200 km of route were surveyed

between 1805 and 1811; improvements were made and

new sections of road were built, for example, the straight-

line route north-westwards from Dublin to Slane. High

engineering standards were set in terms of width and

gradient. The 1811 mail coach road from Killarney to

Tralee had no gradient steeper than one in fifteen; its

predecessor, a straight-line route completed in 1759, had

gradients as steep as one in eight.

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

Dublin became the dominant node on the Irish road

network, while Belfast played a regional role only. As a

whole, the road system was improved considerably but by

1800, the peripheral areas of the country, most notably its

western extremities, were still poorly served. Roads had

not been built in areas where there were few resident

landlords, while turnpikes were absent from areas where

there was little traffic.

A principal reason for the retarded performance in the

remote areas was that central government declined to

become involved directly in financing and building of

roads, apart from the construction of a military road

(later a turnpike) through county Waterford between

1788 and 1796, and the completion of a similar road

through county Wicklow in 1804. Substantial barracks

were strung at intervals along the spectacular Wicklow

road which crossed the glen heads, making the

mountains militarily accessible.

In 1817, as a result of poverty exacerbated by harvest

failures and the post-Napoleonic agricultural depression,

the government offered loans to support road-building

projects, so as to foster employment in distressed areas.

•Fig. 8  The Wicklow military road under construction by Scottish
highland soldiers, as painted by T. S. Roberts in 1802. Striking through the
heart of the mountains, and flanked by impressive barracks, the road was
designed to secure a region that had been a stronghold of the United
Irishmen, especially Michael Dwyer. Its designer, Alexander Taylor, later
chief post-office engineer, planned much of the mail coach network.
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•Fig. 9  Poulaphuca bridge, county Wicklow 1900. This 1823 pointed
arch bridge costing £4,000 spanned the Liffey where it once formed a
cataract in a steep ravine. Soaring sixty metres above the river bed, and
spanning twenty metres, it is one of the highest Irish bridges. Described
as his masterpiece, this beautiful structure is the work of the Scottish
engineer Alexander Nimmo (1783–1832). 
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An 1822 act finally permitted direct payment from central

government funds for road projects in western and south-

western counties. As a result, many remote settlements

were served by good roads for the first time in the 1820s,

for example, Caherciveen, county Kerry, Belmullet, county

Mayo and Clifden, county Galway.

The transformation wrought by these roads could be

dramatic. Belmullet had only three houses when the first

wheeled vehicle arrived in 1823, but it boasted 185 houses

a decade later, together with corn-stores, shops and hotels.

In response to nineteenth-century internal political and

agrarian unrest, police barracks were built in most rural

districts. Numerous coastguard stations were also erected,

mainly in the middle of the century. In 1832, the grants

scheme for road construction was handed over to the

newly constituted Irish Board of Works. By 1848, it was

administering 1,600 km of road, together with several

harbours, virtually all servicing western counties.

The foregoing sequence of road-building and

improvements doubled the Irish road mileage suitable for

wheeled vehicles between 1700 and 1850. These roads had

associated engineering features, most notably bridges of

various types. There are currently 25,000 masonry-arched

road bridges of over two metre span in Ireland, virtually

all dating from after 1775.

In response to the enduring problems of the poorest

western regions, the Congested Districts Board was

created in 1891 to encourage economic development in

these areas. The Board supervised the completion of some

minor road schemes. A lasting landscape impact of the

Board’s work was the construction of numerous harbours

and other marine works to facilitate the fishing industry. WATERWAyS ANd CANALS

Given the varied but often poor quality of roads and the

corresponding difficulty and expense of transporting

bulky goods, Ireland was easily influenced by the

contemporary English enthusiasm for financing

waterways and canal building. A 1715 act empowered

commissioners to raise money privately within their

counties for such schemes and ultimately to charge tolls.

The completed navigations, it was hoped, would

simultaneously advance agriculture by draining bogland.

The impact of the 1715 act was limited, because the

proposed schemes required substantial sums of money

which could not be raised locally. Accordingly, a 1729 act

authorised parliament to collect duties on certain luxury

goods and to disburse these monies on navigation

projects, placed under the control of four groups of

provincial commissioners. This act led to the construction

of the Newry Canal and the initiation of the Coalisland

Canal, both schemes being particularly encouraged by

Fig. 11  Influenced by social, military and security problems inside and
outside the country, the construction and improvement of roads was
accompanied by the completion of numerous buildings relating to
security. During the Napoleonic conflict, fortified ‘Martello’ towers were
erected along coasts and rivers as an early warning system in case of a
French invasion. Vulnerable invasion points near the cities were
particularly well protected.

•Fig. 10  Road-making in a congested district, county Donegal, 1900.
Ireland has many roads which originated as employment schemes during
periods of food shortage. Labour was in plentiful supply and road
building was labour intensive; materials for roads and walls were often
taken directly from the surrounding fields. In the nineteenth century,
roads were regarded by the government as essential to the spread of
commercial prosperity. They were also seen as instruments of moral
improvement, intensifying social contacts and the spread of new ideas
into remote areas.
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Dublin interests wishing to provide an outlet to the capital

(via the new navigations and by ship from Newry) for

what were envisaged to be untapped coal resources in the

Coalisland area of county Tyrone. In 1751, a single

Navigation Board was established to oversee the evolving

network of inland waterways. 

A significant contrast between road maintenance and

the construction of waterways and canals is that central

government was responsible for the earliest inland

navigations. In 1771–1772, an act enabled private

individuals to become involved in these schemes. Given

the well-publicised profits generated by some (but by no

means all) English canals, such investments seemed

attractive and substantial amounts were subscribed. The

principal canal schemes were initiated during the second

half of the eighteenth century. By 1907, five million

pounds had been expended on the completion and

maintenance of 1,140 km of inland navigations in Ireland.

At least half had come from private funds.

In Ireland, the principal rivers run mainly in a

southerly direction, and this does not correspond to the

trade routes. Traditionally, these have been aligned from

the interior to the east and south coasts and onwards to

Britain and Europe. The longest river, the Shannon, flows

Fig. 12  A) Western roads and harbours in operation under the Board of Works, 1848. B) Major marine works of the Congested Districts Board 1891–1914.
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south-west from county Cavan to reach the sea on the

west coast and its navigation has always been impeded by

the falls at Ardnacrusha. Ireland’s largest lake, Lough

Neagh, is located on the Bann, which flows directly

northwards to enter the sea near Coleraine. The cities of

Dublin, Belfast and Cork are all located on smaller rivers

which have never been navigable upstream for any

worthwhile distance. By contrast, the navigable ‘three

rivers’ sytem of the south-east proved a massive boon to

Waterford city.

As might be expected, the evolving system of inland

waterways in Ireland favoured east/west routes linking

Dublin and Belfast with the Shannon, and serving the

midlands en route. Three principal waterways were

created. The Grand Canal eventually reached the Shannon

in 1805, while it also provided a link to the Barrow. The

Royal Canal was completed in 1817. The Ballinamore and

Ballyconnell Canal, finished in 1859, linked Belfast to the

Shannon via the Lagan and Ulster Canals.

Unlike their English counterparts, Irish canals were

never a commercial success. This was primarily because

they did not tap areas of mineral reserves or reach large

industrial centres. Rather, they relied on the transport of

bulky agricultural products. While they carried a

substantial proportion of the traffic in their corridors in

the pre-railway era, their revenues were insufficient to

cover costs.

The optimism that canals could transform the Irish

countryside, especially the midlands by encouraging

industry and agriculture (the latter associated with

drainage schemes), was soon deflated. There were,

however, significant landscape impacts, such as canal

villages, lock-keepers’ houses, warehouses and hotels for

overnight passengers. All were constructed to a high

standard, and they became an enduringly attractive

element in the Irish midlands.

•Fig. 14  Robertstown, county Kildare, is a canal village, located on
the Grand Canal near its junction with the Barrow navigation. With
its harbour, hotel and warehouses, it was created to cater for the
needs of the canal users.

Fig. 13  Canals and inland waterways. Note the emphasis on connecting
Dublin with the Shannon and Barrow rivers.

•Fig. 15  The hotel at Robertstown was erected in 1801 to service
passenger traffic on the Grand Canal. Passenger services ceased in 1852.
The hotel closed and the building was then used as a barracks.
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RAILWAyS

In 1827, the mailboat to Holyhead commenced running

from the harbour at Kingstown (Dún Laoghaire), creating

a need for efficient transportation between that port and

the capital. A railway was opened from Dublin to

Kingstown in 1834, initiating considerable public debate

concerning other possible schemes.

In 1836, the United Kingdom government, anxious to

see an orderly roll-out of railways in Ireland, appointed a

four-man commission (the ‘Drummond Commission’) to

design ‘a general system of railways for Ireland’. Its final

report was accompanied by an innovative series of maps.

Those depicting passenger and freight flows are believed

to be the first to use lines of varying thickness to depict

flows, and graduated circles to show urban populations.

The principal Irish railway routes had been completed

by 1860: thirty companies were then operating a network

of 2,195 km, with 324 locomotives, 867 carriages and 4,777

wagons. Although the initial lines were built to various

gauges, this was eventually standardised to five feet three

inches by an act of parliament in 1846. This gauge was

wider than that adopted in England, Scotland and Wales

and this discrepancy has precluded the use of train ferries

on the Irish Sea ever since.

The initial Irish railway routes were built to exacting

engineering standards, requiring considerable earthworks,

tunnelling, bridges and viaducts. The stations, even in

remote places, were generally impressive architectural

statements, with individual companies favouring

distinctive styles.

The initial Irish railways were financially successful,

inevitably prompting regional demands for expansion of

the system. Prosperity would allegedly accrue to even the

remotest areas if only they could be reached by railway.

Yet, the economic prospects were unattractive to private

investors and government had to step in. The extension of

Fig. 17  Passenger conveyance map (part of) to accompany the 1838
report of the Drummond Commission. Note the importance of the canals
as passenger carriers at this time. The routes for the proposed railways
are shown. An inland route via Navan and Carrickmacross was
suggested for the Dublin to Belfast link, whereas a coastal route via
Drogheda was eventually followed.

•Fig. 16  An impressive engineering work: the Boyne viaduct, Drogheda, county Louth. The construction of the coastal railway route from Dublin to
Dundalk and onwards to Belfast was impeded by the Boyne valley at Drogheda. Although the line to Dundalk was completed in 1849, passengers had to
be conveyed by road across the river until 1853, when a temporary viaduct came into use. A permanent structure was finally opened in 1855 and this was
extensively rebuilt in 1932. This painting by Lord Teynham in 1878 shows the Victorian viaduct, a triumph of contemporary engineering. It became
customary for northern travellers to fling pennies into the Boyne as they crossed this viaduct.
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lines into remote regions was encouraged by a series of

acts passed in the 1880s and 1890s, which conferred state

assistance in the same manner as with earlier road-

building. Thus, the five foot three inch gauge system

reached such outposts as Valencia Harbour (county Kerry)

in 1893, Achill (county Mayo) in 1894 and Clifden (county

Galway) in 1895.

Several railway routes were constructed to the

narrower three-foot gauge, including two extensive

systems in county Donegal, two lines in county Antrim,

the celebrated West Clare Railway which ran from Ennis

to Kilrush and Kilkee, and the Tralee and Dingle Railway

in county Kerry, which had the steepest gradient of any

line in Ireland. The three-foot gauge reduced building

costs. In order to cut costs still further, these routes were

sometimes built as tramways alongside public roads.

Railways had a significant impact on the economic life

of the countryside through which they passed, especially

in transporting large volumes of goods and passengers at

hitherto unheard of speeds. In the pre-railway age, it

could take up to five days to convey bulk goods overland

from Galway to Dublin; by 1851, the train took only ten

hours. The opening of railways to areas of outstanding

beauty facilitated tourism on a grander scale than ever

before. As early as 1854, the principal railway companies

were operating hotels in areas of tourist interest. While

their impact was generally positive in an economic sense,

the railways had some negative effects, for example, the

decline of local industries, now forced to compete with

cheaper goods brought in by train, and the stimulation of

emigration.

The railways affected pre-existing modes of transport.

The main roads, especially those linking the capital with

large towns, were now generally paralleled by railways

and consequently declined in importance. By contrast, the

cross-country roads, neglected during the mail coach era,

assumed renewed prominence. One indication of this

phenomenon was the shrewd decision of Charles Bianconi

(1786–1875) to revise his famous system of horse-drawn

car routes to act as a feeder to the railways using the cross-

country roads.

Railways dramatically impacted on waterway traffic.

Passenger conveyance ceased and the transport of freight

declined sharply. Yet, the main canal systems remained

open for goods into the twentieth century, albeit at

steadily declining volumes. Guinness and Bord na Móna

were the last commercial users of the canal system.

Fig. 18  The rise and fall of the Irish railway network 1860–1983. The early and late systems are remarkably similar.

•Fig. 19  Killarney emigrants painted by Francis Walker in 1904. The
introduction of the railway into Ireland facilitated devastating nineteenth-
century population decline and brought cheaper goods from Dublin and
England deep into the country, hastening the decline of local industry.
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Fig. 20  The railway network at its zenith in 1923. Subsequent closure of railways affected Ulster most.
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ThE TWENTIETh CENTURy

At the beginning of the twentieth century, with a rapidly

shrinking population, Ireland was over-provided with

transport facilities. An impressively dense road network

comprising routes of various origins had evolved to serve

a dispersed, mainly rural population. This was

supplemented by a network of waterways and railways,

constructed on the false premise that such transport links

on their own would encourage and sustain economic

expansion. The island’s intricate transport infrastructure

would face inevitable disintegration in the future.

The nature of this rationalisation was strongly

influenced by the internal combustion engine and its use

in mechanically-propelled vehicles. As early as 1909, 3,790

motor cars, 3,425 motor cycles and 71 heavy motor wagons

were licensed to operate in Ireland. These vehicles offered

obvious advantages in mobility and flexibility; a dramatic

rise in their numbers during the first half of the twentieth

century dictated that the road system would once again

become the primary transport medium.

While Ireland possessed an extensive road system at

the outset of the twentieth century, its quality was

generally poor. To finance investment, the 1909

Development and Road Improvement Act required that

vehicles be taxed, with the proceeds paid into a road fund

for further upgrades. Although half a million pounds was

paid out by the fund between 1910 and 1922, this was

insufficient to effect the necessary works.

During the inter-war period, the administrations in both

the Republic and Northern Ireland expended considerable

sums on road modernisation. Between 1931 and 1936, 1,450

km of road in the Republic were given a surface of

tarmacadam, concrete or asphalt; 2,805 corners and narrow

sections were improved; 365 bridges were replaced; 112

new bridges were built, and over 1,000 km of new road

were brought under the control of the local authorities. By

1950, the main roads had been suitably enhanced and

attention was transferred to the minor roads. Although

some carried relatively little traffic, virtually all were tarred,

a direct response to the clientelism of Irish local politics.

This is a persuasive example of the dominance of rural

values in post-independent Ireland.

The increased personal mobility offered by an ever

rising number of private vehicles had a fundamental

impact on travel patterns and lifestyles. It also affected

other modes of transport. Waterway traffic declined

•Fig. 21  On the Irish narrow-gauge near Ballinamore, county Leitrim in 1957. The Irish narrow-gauge lines penetrated the very heart of rural
Ireland. The Cavan and Leitrim Railway opened from Dromod (county Leitrim) to Belturbet (county Cavan) in 1887, with a branch added from
Ballinamore to Arigna (county Roscommon) the following year. The latter ran for much of its length alongside the public road. Here a mixed train
(passengers and goods) is seen chugging westwards from Ballinamore, two years before closure in 1959. 
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steadily and, one by one, the various navigations closed.

The last freight-carrying barge operated on the Royal

Canal in 1951 and on the Grand Canal in 1960; the final

section of the Lagan Navigation closed in 1958.

Commencing in the late 1920s, closures on the railway

system began, generally on a ‘last in, first out’ principle.

Some routes had functioned for barely a generation. By

1989, the railway network had shrunk to just 2,200 km, a

figure uncannily similar to that for 1860. The legacy of a

once extensive railway network can still be seen in the

form of embankments, viaducts, stations and other

lineside buildings. Rapid increases in car traffic and

associated congestion during the 1990s promoted a

resurgence in demand for rail-based passenger services at

the national level. 

In the second half of the the twentieth century, air

transport necessitated airport construction, initially at

Dublin, Shannon, Belfast and Cork, and more recently at

other locations, most notably at Knock in county Mayo,

designed to serve the rural population of Connacht and a

local religious shrine. Improving standards of living

contributed to rapid growth in air traffic in the first decade

of the twenty-first century.

During the second half of the twentieth century, the

number of motor vehicles spiked upwards. This trend,

together with urbanisation, ensured that the largest traffic

volumes were within urban areas and on the main roads

connecting them. Significant road improvement schemes

were implemented, including the construction of
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Fig. 23  Airports and landing strips.

•Fig. 24  Ireland West Airport, near the pilgrimage site of Knock in
county Mayo. Opened as Connacht Airport in 1986, this remarkable airport
in a bog was pioneered by Monsignor James Horan (1911–1986), a
visionary local clergyman, who regarded modern infrastructure as
imperative to the future of the west.
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•Fig. 22  Dublin Airport, 1954. Desmond Fitzgerald’s modernist terminal
meshes elegantly with the gleaming Aer Lingus plane. In 1958, trans-
Atlantic flights were added, and Ireland entered a new age. In a 1966
concert celebrating the 1916 Rising, Liam Clancy drew a responsive cheer
with the punch-line to his story about looking up in the countryside and
seeing an airplane over head – ‘and it was one of our fellas flying it’.
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completely new sections, notably town bypasses and

motorways. These developments occurred sooner in

Northern Ireland than in the Republic, and until the 1990s,

the road system north of the border was generally

perceived as being superior to that in the south. The

injection of EU structural funds towards the end of the

twentieth century fundamentally altered this picture, as

the Republic with gusto set about modernising its main

road system to European standards. At the same time, the

intricate network of minor roads, serving a shrinking rural

population, declined in quality. 

Expanded leisure time, tourist interest and their air of

calm and quiet in the frenzied modern world renewed

interest in inland waterways. One of the least successful of

the original canal projects, the Ballinamore and

Ballyconnell Canal, re-opened in 1994. In the same year,

the Grand Canal, the Barrow Navigation and part of the

Royal Canal opened for recreational traffic. In 1999,

Waterways Ireland was established as one of the six all-

Ireland North/South implementation bodies under the

Good Friday Agreement. This umbrella body for the

island’s canals oversaw the restoration of the complete

course of the Royal Canal in 2010. The Ulster and Boyne

canals are targeted for future investment.

Tourist railways have commenced operations at some

locations; for example, the Waterford and Suir Valley

Railway Company, a community heritage project, operates

a seventeen kilometre scenic route westwards from

Waterford along previously abandoned tracks.

ThE TWENTy-FIRST CENTURy

Despite the impressive recent investment in Ireland’s road

infrastructure, economic expansion, population increases

and burgeoning vehicle ownership ratcheted up the

pressure on that infrastructure. At the height of the Celtic

Tiger, this created calls for even heavier investment with

its concomitant environmental impacts. As soon as the

M50 motorway (an orbital route around Dublin) was

completed in 2005, demands were made to upgrade it to

deal with unforeseen traffic volumes (generated by

demographic and economic growth, as well as the ill-

advised siting of retail parks along its route). Current road

plans for the island will have contentious impacts on the

rural landscape. The M3 motorway running north-

westwards from Dublin was particularly controversial, as

it threatened to impinge on the historic character of the

Tara/Skryne valley in county Meath. As road construction

progresses, the rural road network will continue to

moulder, as the rural population relocates to sites

adjoining the main roads and to the urban centres. 

•Fig. 25  The Ennis road at Bunratty Castle, county Clare. This road
scheme is one of many completed in recent decades, owing largely to
contributions from the EU. The impact upon the countryside through
which the route passes is obviously considerable. The average width of a
four-lane motorway (excluding the land on either side) is 27m, as
compared to a minimum width of 9.14m which was set for new roads in
1759 and of 12.8–15.85m, specified as the width for the new mailcoach
roads authorised by parliament in 1792.
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•Fig. 26  The tolled N18 Limerick tunnel, bypassing Limerick city to
the west, is one of the largest projects undertaken in the west of Ireland
(€500 million). The tunnel under the Shannon is ambitiously engineered. 
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The resurgence in demand for rail passenger transport

has led to renewed investment in this mode. The most

notable landscape impact relates to plans to re-open railway

routes that have lain dormant since the mid-twentieth

century. Train services between Glounthane and Midleton

in county Cork successfully re-commenced in 2009. Services

between Ennis (county Clare) and Athenry (county Galway)

re-started in 2010. The route from Clonsilla in the western

suburbs of Dublin to the outlying suburb of Dunboyne

Fig. 28  •A) The Western Rail Corridor between Ennis and Athenry (closed in 1976) was re-opened in 2010. This initiative and the continuing
restoration of the Dublin/Navan line represent the first significant investment in rail transport since the beginning of the last century. •B) The northern
section of the Western Rail Corridor at Tobercurry, county Sligo. It was once intended to extend it from Athenry (county Galway) to Sligo, but the
economic downturn has scuppered that plan. A recent suggestion is to turn this portion of the route into a dedicated walking/cyling corridor.
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Fig. 27  The Irish Government’s Transport 21 Plan envisages completing
five motorway routes radiating from Dublin by 2015, together with
significant investment in other national routes. Eighteen billion euro will be
invested in the national road infrastructure. Greater North/South
collaboration through cross-border roads projects will be prioritised. Belfast
and Dublin are growing closer in time than they have ever been.
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•Fig. 29  Disguised phone mast in the Comeragh Mountains, county
Waterford. The visual impact will increase as ever more services are
offered via mobile telecommunication infrastructure. 
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(county Meath) also re-opened in 2010 and plans are in

place to continue that service onwards to the commuter

centre at Navan.

Advances in communications technology have exerted

new impacts on the Irish rural landscape, for example,

mobile phone base stations and masts. The emergence of

wind as an increasingly vital  source of renewable energy

has promoted the erection of wind turbines and associated

access infrastructure, especially in exposed coastal areas

and offshore. Given Ireland’s need to decrease reliance on

imported oil as a source of energy, this landscape impact

will intensify.

Looking to the future, these trends will continue, albeit

at a pace determined by economic circumstances. While

there is now a greater emphasis on public transport, on

leading-edge communication technologies and on

sustainable energy, the road network will continue to have

the heaviest landscape and environmental impacts. In its

multiple manifestations, communications infrastructure

will remain a vital, if at times contentious, component of

the Irish rural landscape.
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•Fig. 30  Mobile phone mast stations in county Donegal. There are at
least 6,000 mobile mast stations in Ireland. While the majority are in towns
and cities, they also penetrate the furthest reaches of the countryside. It is
envisaged that there will be universal broadband coverage by 2012.
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Road Art
As the motorway network expanded

during the Celtic Tiger years,

travellers along the roads of Ireland

gradually adjusted to a new

landscape. Gone were the tailbacks

into towns that punctuated any long

journey in Ireland, but gone too were

the nodes of identity that had

characterised Irish travel for centuries.

Beyond the motorway plantings, the

fieldscapes also vanished. Almost

without realising it, the countryside,

that spoke so eloquently of underlying

physical geography and human

history, had disappeared.

Now that it is possible to drive over

220 km of continuous and unchanging

motorway in Ireland, public outdoor

sculptures have been constructed that

confer an identity on otherwise

anonymous stretches of roadway.

Some are abstract, while others

celebrate this brave new world of

transportation. Most sculpture,

however, seeks to connect the

speeding traveller with some flavour

of the landscape and history of the by-

passed and passed-through region.

Giant churns on the N20 south of

Mallow remind the traveller that this

is a countryside of dairy farms. The

beehive huts that mark the entrance to

county Meath on the M1 speak to the

Early Medieval heritage of that

county. These evocations of local

culture also serve as invitations to exit

the motorway and re-engage with the

landscape.

Financed by the enlightened ‘Per

Cent for Art Scheme’, these sculptures

provide a minimal sense of place on

these new routeways. They will soon

be eclipsed as more telling waymarks

by motorway service stations along

these new roads. The first of these

opened in 2011. Since the economic

downturn, thieves have ripped out

several of these installations, while

others have been vandalised. 
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•Fig. D  Milk Churns by Eileen MacDonagh,
Cork to Mallow Road. This is a tribute to the
primacy of the dairy industry in Munster.

•Fig. D  Perpetual Motion by Remco de
Fouw and Rachael Joynt, Naas by-pass.
Commissioned in 1993, this is an early
example of the use of the Per Cent For Art
scheme to fund public art. It captures the
excitement that greeted the first section of
motorway built in Ireland.

•Fig. D  Beehives by Robert McColgan and
Irene Bennerind, on the M1, just south of the
Meath border in county Dublin. This cluster of
beehive huts celebrates the ecclesiastical
heritage of the county.

•Fig. D  Polestar by Locky Morris, Portbridge
roundabout, Letterkenny, county Donegal.
This abstract sculpture is a tribute to sea, rail
and road transport.

•Fig. D  Saints and Scholars by Maurice
Harron, N52 bypass at Tullamore. Each of the
four figures holds a symbol of the world of
learning and sanctity, with designs inspired by
the Book of Durrow. 

•Fig. D  The Gaelic Chieftain by Maurice
Harron, near Boyle on the N4. This superb
sculpture is dramatically situated on the brow of
the hill on the Dublin/Sligo Road. It
commemorates the Battle of Curlew Pass in 1599.

•Fig. D  From Here to There, From There to
Here by Ned Jackson Smyth, on the
Johnstown/Kill intersection, N7.
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